Facilitation
Skills
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Importance of setting expectations
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Where we are going
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How we are going to get there

Our class today
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YOUR Class

Our Unexpected Journey
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What you should know about training
The Facilitator

Facilitator

The Facilitator

!
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Instructor

Facilitator
or
Instructor?

8 Competencies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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8.

8 Competencies

Prepares for training delivery
Creates a positive learning climate
Establishes credibility as facilitator
Adapts teaching to what participants know and how they learn
Focuses on learning objectives
Facilitates learning by encouraging participation
Employs a variety of teaching tools and techniques
Ensures learning outcomes

What you should know about training

The Gap
What you say

What you say
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GAP

What they hear
What they hear
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What you should know about training

How We Communicate

Verbal > 7%
Words Used

Verbal

Vocal > 38%
Tone of Voice

Vocal

!
!
!
!
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!

Visual > 55%
Body Language

Visual

First Impressions

What you should know about training

First impressions are more heavily influenced by nonverbal
communication than verbal. In fact, studies have found that
nonverbal communication has over four times the impact on
the impression you make than anything you say.

You have 7 seconds…

… to make a
1st impression
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What you should know about training

Making a 1st Impression
1. Adjust your attitude. People pick up your attitude instantly. Before you turn to greet
someone, think about the situation and make a conscious choice about the attitude you want
to display.

How to make a positive
1st impression

!

2. Straighten your posture. Status and power are nonverbally conveyed by height and
space. Standing tall, pulling your shoulders back, and holding your head straight are all
signals of confidence and competence.

!
3. Smile. A smile is an invitation, a sign of welcome. It says, “I’m friendly and approachable.”
!
4. Make eye contact. Looking at someone’s eyes transmits energy and indicates openness.
!
5. Raise your eyebrows. Open your eyes slightly more than normal to simulate the
“eyebrow flash” that is the universal signal of recognition and acknowledgement.

!

6. Shake hands. This is the quickest way to establish rapport. It’s also the most effective.
Research shows it takes an average of three hours of continuous interaction to develop the
same level of rapport that you can get with a single handshake.

!

7. Lean in slightly. Leaning forward shows you’re engaged and interested.

4 Essential Ingredients

What you should know about training
✓ Appearance

✓ Appearance

4 Essential Ingredients

!

✓ Preparation

✓ Preparation

✓ Confidence

!

✓ Presence

✓ Confidence

!
✓ Presence
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EXERCISES

EXERCISES

What you should know about training

The Learners

The Learners

✓ Recognize language and cultural barriers

!
!
✓ Address any environmental/classroom challenges

!
!
✓ Monitor and adjust to time constraints
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What you should know about training
How we learn

How We Learn
Visual learners learn by looking, seeing, viewing, and watching.

!

✓ Visual
✓ Auditory

Visual learners need to see an instructor’s facial expressions and body language to
fully understand the content of a lesson. They tend to sit at the front of the classroom
to avoid visual distractions. They typically think in pictures and learn best from visual
displays. During a lecture or discussion, they usually take detailed notes to absorb
information.

!
Auditory learners learn by listening, hearing, and speaking.
!

Auditory learners learn best through lectures, discussions, and brainstorming. They
interpret the underlying meaning of speech by listening to voice tone, pitch, and
tempo. Written information has little meaning to them until they hear it. They benefit
best by reading text out loud.

✓ Kinesthetic

!
Kinesthetic learners learn by experiencing, moving, and doing.
!

Kinesthetic learners learn best through a hands-on approach and actively exploring
the physical world around them. They have difficulty sitting still for long periods of time,
and easily become distracted by their need for activity and exploration.

Learning Styles

How we learn

Visual
The majority of adults, about 60%, need to observe and watch information to digest it
properly. If a visual student sits in a classroom with no visual stimulation, his eyes may
wander around the room or out a window.

✓ Visual 60%

!

Auditory
By adulthood, 30%of people prefer the auditory learning style. They learn by hearing,
even if they have to learn by listening to themselves talk. If an auditory learner has to sit in
a quiet learning atmosphere for too long, he may begin to talk softly to his neighbor.

✓ Auditory 30%

!

✓ Kinesthetic 10%

Kinesthetic/Tactile
About 10% of adults are primarily kinesthetic, or tactile learners. Adults who are tactile
learners prefer to learn by doing. If a kinesthetic learner gets bored in the classroom they
may start fidgeting and find reasons to move around.

!
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Mixed/Percentages
Most adults will favor one of the three primary learning styles and have a secondary style
that also works for them. They may also have a blend of all three learning styles. This
benefits the individuals because it gives them more versatility in their ability to learn from
different types of teachers.

What you should know about training
Adult Learning Principles

Adult Learning Principles

1. Purpose
Adults typically need o know why they need to learn. Work to create a “what’s in it for me” or
WIIFM. Adults are goal oriented and need to see the purpose/outcome in order to get the
relevancy of learning.

!

2. Responsibility
Adults need to take responsibility for their own learning. Empower them to learn and don’t
allow students to be passive and disengaged. Avoid ‘checking the box’ on training classes
and encourage learners to own their development by giving them the tools.

!

3. Experience
Students bring a wealth of knowledge into the classroom. This background can aid in
learning or it can hinder it. Learn to leverage your student’s experience, including mistakes.

!

4. Practicality
Adults learn best with practical and real situations instead of theory. Respect various learning
styles and provide as much hands-on experience as possible.

!

5. Task oriented
Avoid just reading “bullet points” of facts and clearly connect to actions involved.

EXERCISES
EXERCISES
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What you should know about training

Importance of Preparation
Preparation!

There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation,
hard work, and learning from failure. - Colin Powell

Learning Facilitator
Learning Environment
Learning Materials

What you should know about training

Learning Facilitator
✓ Do your homework and know the material

Preparation!

✓ Communicate date/time/location/directions

Learning Facilitator

✓ Set up early and greet your students

!

✓ Show you value time
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★

Be on time

★

Start on time

★

Don’t waste time

★

Keep to your schedule

★

Finish on time

Before a Training Class

Learning Environment

Preparation!

✓ Make sure you have working equipment

!

✓ Keep the classroom neat and clean

Learning Environment

✓ Ensure there is proper lighting

✓ Arrange the classroom efficiently
✓ Avoid extremes in temperature > hot/cold
✓ Monitor noise levels and take action when needed
✓ Minimize distractions when possible

Before a Training Class

Learning Materials
✓ Prepare all materials in advance

Preparation!

✓ Set up materials in advance to avoid handouts

!

✓ Provide pens/paper/etc. when needed

!

✓ Always have a training roster available
✓ Flip chart materials in advance when possible

Learning Materials

✓ Make sure all materials are the best quality available
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Facilitating a Training Class

Facilitation Tools and Skills
✓ Clearly set expectations

Mastering facilitation tools and skills

✓ Schedule breaks appropriately and communicate them
✓ Keep a lively pace and avoid reading bullet points
✓ Move about the room to engage all learners
✓ Have a “Parking Lot” for questions to avoid rabbit trails
✓ Build in meaningful activities

Facilitating a Training Class

★

Clearly explain instructions

★

Value the time and keep it moving

★

Debrief the learning point(s)

Tips and Suggestions

What do you do when students are bored?
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Telling the Story

The Power
of the Story

“Thought flows in terms of stories – stories about events, stories
about people, and stories about intentions and achievements.
The best teachers are the best story tellers. We learn in the form
of stories.” ~ Frank Smith

EXERCISES

EXERCISES
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After a Training Class

How to Give a Quiz

How to give a quiz

✓ Remove all distractions
✓ Ensure you have materials ready
✓ Clearly communicate any instructions
✓ Set criteria (pass/fail/retest) in advance
✓ Set time restrictions and announce progress
✓ Collect and secure all materials
✓ Grade and report out promptly

After a Training Class

Importance of Records

Importance of Records

✓ Collect and secure Training Roster
✓ Collect and secure any quiz or evaluation
✓ Report any failures or incompletions promptly
✓ Make copies as needed
✓ Record all training records/scores in a timely manner
★

Spreadsheet

★

Learning Management System (LMS)

✓ File and maintain all records
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✓ Review records periodically to ensure availability

After a Training Class

Value of Follow Up
✓ Communicate Quiz results promptly and address any
issues confidentially
✓ Find answers to all questions raised in class
✓ Research any Parking Lot items
✓ Communicate information and answers to the full
group > you have the roster!

Value of Follow Up

✓ Get back with the group in a timely manner

!
Your credibility is at stake!

Review
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Additional Notes

Review
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Contact:
!

Email: kim@realkimotion.com
!

Twitter: @realkimotion
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